
 

 

Advancement is a key part of the Scouting program.  Immediate 
recognition is important to keeping Scouts interested.  Below are 
suggested formats for recognizing Scouts while staying with in 
guidelines. 

Keep in mind all State/County/Chartering Organization Guidelines 
should be followed. 

Cub Scouts 

Packs should plan to hold a Blue and Gold banquet when it is safe to do so, at 
which time each Scout should be recognized for all achievements again allowing 
the awards to be celebrated with family and friends. 

Virtual 

Select a fun and exciting theme for a virtual event such as magic or circus (the magician could preform 
tricks with the awards) 

Distribute awards to parents before the event, or provide a printable version for parents, with actual 
awards being presented at a later time. 

Keep it short and engaging, but make sure each Scout gets a “special” moment 

 

Hybrid 

This method works for an average size room such as a classroom. 

This method would be an option if doing recognition by den or for AOL crossovers.  Depending on den 
size, Scouts, den leaders, and possibly 1 parent for each Scout could meet in a room that allows for 
Social distancing. 

Decorate the room with a theme (think overkill) 

Lay awards out for parents to have contactless pickup and have them present them to their Scout 

Stream the event on a virtual meeting platform such as Zoom or WebEx for other family members, and 
members of the pack to watch. 

Advancement Ceremonies 



 

 

 

Drive up/Drive Thru 

Setup a table (and even a shelter and outdoor heater) in a parking lot, a driveway in a cul-de-sac, or the 
portico of a church 

Decorate with balloons, outdoor streamers or other fun items to make a more exciting experience 

Consider a selfie station for families to take pictures to remember the experience 

Set up time windows for each den to have their families drive thru 

Allow each family to exit their vehicle, pick up their Scout(s) awards and take pictures. 

Make sure to sanitize any common touch areas/items between families. 

Think about adding some “extras” like a bag of candy or individually wrapped cupcakes from a bakery 

 

Personal Delivery 

This is a fun way to “Surprise” Scouts with their awards. 

Set time windows for each den or for neighborhoods 

Have 2 leaders arrive at a Scout’s home 

Invite the Scout and family out to present awards and take pictures 

Think about adding some “extras” like a bag of candy or individually wrapped cupcakes from a bakery 

 

Scouts BSA Troops 

Scouts BSA should plan to hold a Court of Honor when it is safe to do so, at which 
time each Scout should be recognized for all achievements again allowing the 
awards to be celebrated with family and friends. 

Virtual 

Distribute awards to parents before the event, or provide a printable version for parents, with actual 
awards being presented at a later time. 

Keep it short and engaging, but make sure each Scout gets a “special” moment 



 

 

Consider a game or activity to keep the Scouts engaged and interested to attend. 

 

Hybrid 

This method works for an average size room such as a classroom. 

This method would be an option if doing recognition by patrol.  Depending on size, Scouts, 2 Adult 
Leaders, and possibly 1 parent for each Scout could meet in a room that allows for Social distancing. 

Decorate the room with a theme (think overkill) 

Lay awards out for parents to have contactless pickup and have them present them to their Scout 

Stream the event on a virtual meeting platform such as Zoom or WebEx for other family members, and 
members of the troop to watch. 

 

Drive up/Drive Thru 

Setup a table (and even a shelter and outdoor heater) in a parking lot, a driveway in a cul-de-sac, or the 
portico of a church 

Decorate with balloons, outdoor streamers or other fun items to make a more exciting experience 

Set up time windows for each Scout to have their families drive thru 

Allow each family to exit their vehicle, pick up their Scout(s) awards and take pictures. 

Make sure to sanitize any common touch areas/items between families. 

Think about adding some “extras” like a bag of candy or individually wrapped cupcakes from a bakery 

 

Personal Delivery 

This is a fun way to “Surprise” Scouts with their awards. 

Set time windows for each patrol or for neighborhoods 

Have 2 leaders arrive at a Scout’s home 

Invite the Scout and family out to present awards and take pictures 

Think about adding some “extras” like a bag of candy or individually wrapped cupcakes from a bakery 


